
Celebrity  Break-Up:  Channing
Tatum & Jenna Dewan Tatum Are
Still  Living  Together  Post-
Split

By Carly Horowitz

In latest celebrity news, Channing Tatum and Jenna Dewan Tatum
have announced their peaceful separation. Although, according
to  UsMagazine.com,  the  two  haven’t  been  lovey  dovey  in  a
while. “They haven’t been ‘together’ for a while. They are
best friends and still support each other and go to each
other’s events and live in the same house,” a source said.
Apparently the former celebrity couple seems to be better as
friends than as romantic partners at the moment, and there are
no hard feelings about that.

This celebrity break-up took us all
by surprise, and the duo are still
co-habitating. What are some ways
to decide who will move out after a
split?

Cupid’s Advice:

When you have been together with someone for a long time,
moving out can be a very upsetting experience. You have come
to a point where you are so comfortable with each other. How
can you decide who is going to move out? Cupid has some words
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of wisdom on how to handle this situation:

1. Decide legally: You can go the simple route and whoever’s
name is on the lease gets to stay. Although sometimes, it is
more complicated than that if both of you two have your names
on it.

Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Channing Tatum & Jenna Dewan
Tatum Split After 9 Years of Marriage

2. Get a counselor: You don’t need a counselor just when you
are working to try to make your relationship better, you can
still use one once you two are officially apart. It doesn’t
hurt to have a professional help you decide where to go from
here.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple Channing Tatum & Jenna Dewan
Tatum  Celebrate  10th  Anniversary  of  ‘Step  Up’  with  Epic
Throwback Photo & Video

3.  Don’t  let  your  emotions  overtake:  Have  a  rational
discussion with your ex-partner to figure out what would make
the most sense to do. Try not to become too attached to the
small things. Have an open mind and realize that you now have
this opportunity to either move out and start a beautiful new
life in a wonderful new place, or you get to redecorate the
home you are in now! Either option is an opportunity for
growth.

What are some other ways to decide who will move out after a
split? Comment below!
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